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ABSTRACT
Multimodal pretraining has demonstrated success in the downstream tasks of cross-modal representation learning. However, it is limited to the English data, and there is still a lack of large-scale dataset for multimodal pretraining in Chinese. In this work, we propose the largest dataset for pretraining in Chinese, which consists of over 1.97T images and 29.2GB texts. The dataset has large coverage over domains, including encyclopedia, question answering, forum discussion, etc. Besides, we propose a method called M6, referring to Multi-Modality-to-Multi-Modality Multitask Mega-transformer, for unified pretraining on the data of single modality and multiple modalities. The model is pretrained with our proposed tasks, including text-to-text transfer, image-to-text transfer, as well as multimodality-to-text transfer. The tasks endow the model with strong capability of understanding and generation. We scale the model to 10 billion parameters, and build the largest pretrained model in Chinese. Experimental results show that our proposed M6 outperforms the baseline in a number of downstream tasks concerning both single modality and multiple modalities, and the 10B-parameter pretrained model demonstrates strong potential in the setting of zero-shot learning.
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• Computing methodologies → Natural language processing; Computer vision.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Pretraining has recently greatly promoted the development of natural language processing (NLP). A series of studies in pretraining [1, 2, 8, 15, 17, 18, 24, 29, 35, 41, 46] have gradually pushed the limit of model performance in natural language understanding and even natural language generation. Besides, pretraining leveraging large-scale data enables the building of extremely large models with large capacity. The recent GPT-3 with over 175 billion parameters demonstrates that large models can achieve outstanding performance even in the setting of few-shot or zero-shot learning. The rapid development of pretraining in NLP sparks cross-modal pretraining. Similar to the pretrained models for natural language processing, those models for multimodal understanding and generation also incorporate the architecture of self-attention-based transformer [39]. A number of studies [4, 10, 16, 19, 21, 22, 26, 27, 36, 50] have created new state-of-the-art performance for various cross-modal downstream tasks. The developments reflect the significance of pretraining in today’s research and application in natural language processing and cross-modal representation learning.

However, most studies, especially multimodal pretraining, focus on the pretraining on English data. There is a lack of large-scale dataset in Chinese for multimodal pretraining, and it is even hard to find a popular cross-modal downstream task with Chinese benchmark datasets and strong baselines. Therefore, in this work, we first propose a large-scale dataset M6-Corpus, which consists of over 1.97TB images and 29.2GB texts. To the best of our knowledge, this is the largest dataset in Chinese for pretraining in both multimodality and natural language. The dataset collected from the webpages consists of different types of data and covers a wide range of domains, including encyclopedia, question answering, forum discussion, product description, etc. Also, we design sophisticated cleaning procedures to ensure that the data are of high quality.

Furthermore, in order to sufficiently leverage such large amount of high-quality data, we propose to build an extremely large model that can process data of multiple modalities and adapt to different types of downstream tasks. Thus we propose a model called M6, which refers to Multi-Modality-to-Multi-Modality Multitask
Mega-transformer. The model is based on the self-attention-based transformer, and it is pretrained with our proposed tasks. Pretraining endows the model with the capability of single-modal and multimodal understanding and generation.

Based on the architecture of M6, we scale the model to 10B parameters, which is the largest model in Chinese pretraining. We conduct experiments on the existing Chinese multimodal datasets and the Chinese natural language benchmarks. We show that M6 outperforms the baselines in multimodal downstream tasks, and the large M6 with 10B parameters can reach a better performance. In the evaluation of natural language processing, M6 outperforms the strong baseline with 2.6B parameters in natural language downstream tasks especially in the setting of zero-shot learning. This demonstrates the model’s transferability and generality.

In brief, our contributions are:

- We propose the largest dataset for multimodal and NLP pretraining in Chinese, which consists of over 1.97Tb multimodal data and 292GB plaintext data.
- We propose M6 that is able to perform single-modal and cross-modal understanding and generation, and we scale the model up to 10B parameters and build the largest pretrained model in Chinese.
- Experimental results show that M6 outperforms the baselines in both multimodal and NLP downstream tasks, and the 10B-parameter model has strong capability of zero-shot learning.

2.2 Standards for a High-quality Dataset

To perform large-scale multi-modal pretraining and learn complex world knowledge in Chinese, the dataset is highly required to provide both plain texts and image-text pairs in super large scale, covering a wide range of domains. In order to perform large-scale multi-modal pretraining in Chinese, we focus on the construction of large-scale datasets. Specifically, while we unify our pretraining for both natural language and multimodality, we construct large datasets of both plain texts and image-text pairs. We are interested in obtaining large-scale data that cover a wide range of domains, so that it is possible for the model to learn the complex world knowledge of different fields. Also, we aim to collect data of multiple modalities for multimodal pretraining. This raises the difficulty for the construction of large-scale dataset as the data for multimodal pretraining are usually image-text pairs, where in each pair the text provides a detailed description of a fraction of the image.

Though there are tremendous texts and images on the world wide web, a high-quality corpus for multimodal pretraining should satisfy the following properties: (1). the sentences should be fluent natural language within a normal length, and should not contain meaningless tokens, such as markups, duplicate punctuation marks, random combinations of characters, etc.; (2). the images should be natural and realistic, and the resolutions of the images need to be identifiable by humans; (3). both texts and images should not contain illegal content, such as pornography, violence, etc.; (4). the images and texts should be semantically relevant; (5). the datasets should cover a wide range of fields, say sports, politics, science, etc., and therefore it can endow the model with sufficient world knowledge.

2.3 Dataset Construction

Based on the above requirements, we collect data of both plain texts and image-text pairs. There are different types of data, including encyclopedia, crawled webpages, community question answering, forum discussion, product description, etc. We present the details in Table 1. The collected corpus consists of both plain-texts and image-text pairs, which is compatible with the designed text-only and multimodal pretraining tasks. Also, the data has a large coverage over domains, such as science, entertainment, sports, politics, commonsense of life, etc. We have also compared some characteristics of our corpus with existing datasets used for Chinese pretraining in Table 2. The size of our dataset is much larger than the previous ones. To our knowledge, this is the first large-scale, multimodal and multidomain corpus for Chinese pretraining.

We implement sophisticated preprocessing to obtain clean data. For text data, we first remove HTML markups and duplicate punctuation marks, and we only reserve characters and punctuation marks that are in Chinese and English. We remove the topics that are shorter than 5 characters and contents shorter than 15 characters. We further apply in-house spam detection to remove sentences that contain words related to certain political issues, pornography, or words in the list of dirty, naughty, and other bad words. In order to preserve the linguistic acceptance of the texts, we implement a language model to evaluate their perplexities, and sentences with high perplexities are discarded. Only images with at
Table 1: Statistics of our pretraining dataset. We demonstrate the sources of our data, and we calculate the number of images, tokens and passages, the average length, as well as the size of image and text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Images (M)</th>
<th>Tokens (B)</th>
<th>Passages (M)</th>
<th>Avg. Length</th>
<th>Image Size (TB)</th>
<th>Text Size (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encyclopedia</td>
<td>Plain-text</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>923.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>65.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community QA</td>
<td>Plain-text</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>113.0</td>
<td>123.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>28.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forum discussion</td>
<td>Plain-text</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>223.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common Crawl</td>
<td>Plain-text</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>108.7</td>
<td>370.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>83.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encyclopedia</td>
<td>Image &amp; Text</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>759.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawled Webpages</td>
<td>Image &amp; Text</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>106.0</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-commerce</td>
<td>Image &amp; Text</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>62.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>111.8</td>
<td>419.6</td>
<td>266.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>292.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Examples of the multimodal data of M6-Corpus. We demonstrate three cases that belong to different categories, including encyclopedia, crawled webpages, and product description.

Table 2: Comparison with the existing large-scale Chinese corpora for pretraining. Our dataset is the largest dataset for Chinese pretraining. The size of texts is larger than that of the existing datasets, and the size of images is even larger than that of ImageNet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Text Size (GB)</th>
<th>Image Size (GB)</th>
<th>Multidomain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CN-Wikipedia</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THUCTC</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HFL</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLUE Corpus</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ImageNet</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>~1000</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6-Corpus</td>
<td>292.4</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

least 5000 pixels are reserved for pretraining. A sequence of classifiers and heuristic rules are applied to filter out images containing illegal content. We also use a pretrained image scorer to evaluate the qualities of images. For images and texts in crawled webpages, we only consider images and their surrounding texts as relevant image-text pairs. Other sentences in the webpages are discarded.

3 APPROACH

Multimodal pretraining leverages both the power of self-attention-based transformer architecture and pretraining on large-scale data. We endeavor to endow the model with strong capability of cross-modal understanding and generation. In this section, we describe the details of our proposed pretrained model M6, which refers to Multi-Modality-to-Multi-Modality Multitask Mega-transformer.

3.1 Visual and Linguistic Inputs

The mainstream multimodal pretraining methods transform images to feature sequences via object detection. However, the performance of the object detectors as well as the expressivity of their backbones strongly impact the final performance of the pretrained models in the downstream tasks. Besides, we believe that object features are not the best choice of image representation in this
Neural network is a computational model, which is composed of a large number of nodes (or neurons) connected to each other. It has successfully solved many practical problems in the fields of pattern recognition and intelligent robots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>n_layers</th>
<th>d_model</th>
<th>n_heads</th>
<th>p_param</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M6-base</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>327M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6-large</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>10B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We integrate the image embeddings $e^i$ and the word embeddings $e^w$ into the cross-modal embedding sequence $e = \{e^i, e^w\}$. We send the sequence to the transformer backbone for high-level feature extraction. To differ their representations, we add corresponding segment embeddings for different modalities. Specifically, we leverage the self-attention-based transformer blocks for our unified cross-modal representation learning. To be more specific, the building block is identical to that of BERT or GPT, which consists of self attention and point-wise feed-forward network (FFN). On top of the transformer backbone, we add an output layer for word prediction, and thus we tie its weights to those of the embedding layer.

In the unified framework, we use different masking strategies to enable encoding and decoding. The input is segmented into three parts, including visual inputs, masked linguistic inputs, and complete linguistic inputs. We apply bidirectional masking to both the visual inputs and masked linguistic inputs, and we apply causal masking to the complete linguistic inputs. Thus the model is allowed to perform encoding and decoding in the same framework.

### Pretraining Methods

We pretrain the model with the multitask setup, including text-to-text transfer, image-to-text transfer, and multimodality-to-text transfer. Thus the model can process information of different modalities and perform both single-modal and cross-modal understanding and generation.

**Text-to-text Transfer** As demonstrated in Figure 3, the model learns to perform text denoising and language modeling in the setting of text-to-text transfer. In text denoising, we mask the input text by a proportion, which is 15% in practice following BERT [7]. Specifically, we mask a continuous span of text with a single mask, and the model should learn to decode the whole sequence. This encourages the model to learn both recovering and length predicting. Besides, in order to improve the model ability in generation, we add a setup of language modeling, where the encoder receives no inputs and the decoder learns to generate words based on the previous context.

**Image-to-text transfer** Image-to-text transfer is similar to image captioning, where the model receives the visual information as the input, and learns to generate a corresponding description. In this setting, we add the aforementioned patch feature sequence to the input and leave the masked input blank. The model encodes the patch features, and decodes the corresponding text.

**Multimodality-to-text transfer** Based on the setup of image-to-text transfer, we additionally add masked linguistic inputs, and thus the model should learn to generate the target text based on both the visual information and the noised linguistic information. This task allows the model to adapt to the downstream tasks with both visual and linguistic inputs.

### Scaling up to 10 Billion Parameters

In order to sufficiently leverage the large-scale dataset that we build, we endeavor to build an extremely large model based on the architecture of M6. We choose a simple solution that we increase...
The design of masking strategies allows the learning of different tasks under the same framework. M6 is pretrained with image-based text denoising, image captioning, text denoising, and language modeling.

**Table 4:** Results on the FMIQA dataset. We report both the overall accuracy and the accuracy on specific question types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Detection</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>74.0</td>
<td>64.5</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>66.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6-base</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>70.9</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>71.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6-large</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>74.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model size can be tuned through hyperparameter tuning. We present the details of deployment in Section 5.

**3.5 Pretraining Details**

We implement both M6-base with 327M parameters and M6-large with 108B parameters, whose detailed hyperparameters are listed in Table 3. All the weight parameters are randomly initialized based on the Gaussian distribution of zero mean and standard deviation of 0.02, following Devlin et al. [7]. For the consistency between word embedding and object representation, we transform the patch features of 2048 dimensions to $d_{\text{model}}$ through linear projection. The M6-base has been pretrained on all samples for over an epoch, while the M6-large has only been pretrained for around 30 samples due to the limitation of hardware resources. More details are presented in the appendix.

**4 EXPERIMENTS**

In this section, we introduce our experiment settings and results on both multimodal and NLP downstream tasks. We also provide some analyses and case studies.

**4.1 Downstream Tasks**

*Multimodal Downstream Tasks.* We compare M6 with competitive baselines on several multimodal downstream tasks, including visual QA, image-text matching and image captioning. These tasks evaluate the model’s ability on cross-modal understanding from various perspectives.

**Visual Question Answering** We leverage the FMIQA dataset [12] as the Chinese visual QA benchmark, which requires the model to generate the answer given an image and a question. We implement a transformer-based model as our baseline. For the evaluation, we split the test set manually by random sampling 200 from the dataset as there is no official release of the test set, and we evaluate the overall accuracy by human evaluation. The results are demonstrated in Table 4. The pretrained M6-base outperforms the baseline by a large margin (+6.2%), which indicates the effectiveness of multimodal pretraining. Scaling up the model to M6-large further brings 5.2% improvement.

To carefully inspect the benefit of pretraining, we also report the accuracy scores on different types of questions. We find that M6-base greatly improves the baseline by 10.1% on the questions about the spatial relations between the objects. Meanwhile, M6-base surpasses the baseline by 7.9% on the counting questions, indicating that the pretraining may facilitate numeric reasoning. The pretraining achieves 6.8% improvement on the questions related to object and action detection. Interestingly, we find the improvement on color recognition questions is relatively marginal (+2.8%), which may reflect that our pretraining contributes little to the ability of color recognition.

**Image-text Matching** We evaluate the model’s ability in cross-modal retrieval. Specifically, we construct a dataset (named E-Commerce

**Table 5:** Results on the E-Commerce ITM dataset. We report the accuracy on the test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Delta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>InterBert</td>
<td>81.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6-base</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>8.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We ask several annotators with linguistic background to evaluate which is also a Chinese multi-modal pretrained model effective in cross-modal classification downstream tasks. The InterBert utilizes and has achieved strong performance on many NLP downstream tasks. The Language Model including text classification, reading comprehension, and cloze.

4.1.2 NLP Downstream Tasks. We focus on the evaluation of the richness (about whether a text is informative and attractive). Scaling up and base outperforms the baseline model by a large margin (4% and 7%). In experiments, we find the product images generally contain relatively fewer detected objects, which may harm the performance on this task. In contrast, M6 avoids this problem by employing the patch features and achieves much better performance.

Image Captioning Image captioning requires the model to generate a caption that describes the given image, which examines the model ability of cross-modal generation. We construct a dataset (named E-Commerce IC) containing pairs of product descriptions and product images from Taobao. More details of the construction of the finetuning dataset are referred to the appendix. We finetune the model with the image-to-text transfer task. At the stage of inference, we apply beam search with a beam size of 5. We compare our model with a baseline of transformer-based architecture and have similar model scale. However, M6-base still outperforms InterBert by 9.3%. In experiments, we find the product images generally contain relatively fewer detected objects, which may harm the performance on this task. In contrast, M6 avoids this problem by employing the patch features and achieves much better performance.

Table 6: Results on the E-Commerce IC dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Grammar</th>
<th>Correctness</th>
<th>Richness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>baseline</td>
<td>4.45</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>3.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6-base</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6-large</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results are shown in Table 5. It should be noted that the InterBert and M6-base are both implemented with transformer-based architecture and have similar model scale. However, M6-base still outperforms InterBert by 9.3%. In experiments, we find the product images generally contain relatively fewer detected objects, which may harm the performance on this task. In contrast, M6 avoids this problem by employing the patch features and achieves much better performance.

The results on Table 6 show that M6-base outperforms the baseline in all of the metrics. We find that all models achieve high scores in grammar. However, in both correctness and richness, M6-base outperforms the baseline model by a large margin (+18.2% and +14.4%), indicating that multimodal pretraining helps to generate more faithful, informative and attractive texts. Scaling up the model to 10B parameters further improves the correctness and richness (about 14.7% and 7.0%).

4.1.2 NLP Downstream Tasks. We focus on the evaluation of the zero-shot learning of our model on several NLP downstream tasks, including text classification, reading comprehension, and cloze. M6 is compared with the recent largest published Chinese Pretrained Language Model [48], which consists of around 2.6B parameters and has achieved strong performance on many NLP downstream tasks in the settings of zero-shot. The templates we used for zero-shot settings are shown in Table 7. Results on these NLP downstream tasks are shown in Table 8.

Text Classification We first evaluate the model’s zero-shot ability on text classification tasks. This task requires the model to categorize text (i.e., sentences, paragraphs, or sentence pairs) into organized groups. We conduct our experiments on TouTiao News Titles Classification (TNEWS) [44]. We calculate the perplexity of each candidate sentence-label pair of the validation dataset. Pairs with the lowest perplexities are treated as the predictions. Following Zhang et al. [48], we convert the original tasks to the task of 4-way classification tasks with 3 negative samples for better efficiency as there are more than 10 kinds of labels. We repeat this procedure three times to make the result more stable and report the average accuracy.

Experimental results show that M6-base outperforms CPM-medium by 4.6% on TNEWS. M6-large further surpasses CPM-large by 3.3% and achieves a new state-of-the-art, even if it is pretrained with much fewer samples. This indicates that our models have better understanding of the semantic differences of labels in different categories.

Reading Comprehension A span-extraction dataset for Chinese Machine Reading Comprehension (CMRC2018) is chosen to evaluate the model’s ability of single-modal understanding [6]. This task requires the model to extract spans from the given passages to answer several questions. We concatenate the given passage and one of the following questions as the input of M6 pretrained models. Slightly different from the original extracting task, we ask the model to generate an answer according to the input text.

Table 7: Zero-shot templates for NLP downstream tasks. Words in bold denote the input text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Templates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TNEWS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|           | title:；关键词：keywords；分类：label
|           | title:；Keywords：keywords；Label：label
| ChID      | 成语填空：... prefix [MASK] postfix...
|           | Idiom cloze：... prefix [MASK] postfix...
| CMRC2018  | paragraph 问题：question? 回答：
|           | paragraph Question：question? Answer：

Table 8: Results of the models on the three NLP downstream tasks with zero-shot settings. The results of the baselines are those reported in their original papers. Random denotes randomly choosing from the candidate lists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>#param</th>
<th>TNEWS Acc.</th>
<th>CMRC F1</th>
<th>CHID Acc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPM-medium</td>
<td>334M</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>8.60</td>
<td>52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPM-large</td>
<td>2.6B</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>13.37</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6-base</td>
<td>327M</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>13.58</td>
<td>61.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M6-large</td>
<td>10B</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>13.88</td>
<td>65.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our M6 models show comparable performance with CPM-large on Reading Comprehension. However, without finetuning, M6 models are more likely to generate a long sentence to answer the given question which may limit the improvement in F1-score when scaling up the model to M6-large.

**Cloze** This task requires the model to choose the correct word from the given candidate lists to fill in the blanks. We conduct experiments on the Chinese IDiom cloze test dataset (ChID)[49]. In this task, we utilize a pattern similar to the pretraining task of text denoising. The blank in the passage is replaced by the token “[MASK]” in the encoder input and is replaced by each idiom from the given candidate list in the decoder input. A similar procedure as mentioned above is applied to get predictions.

With the help of text denoising, M6-base outperforms CPM-medium by a large margin (17.7%). Our model can have a better view of the whole passage with the bi-directional attention compared with CPM which only uses single-directional attention. However, limited by hardware conditions, passages longer than 256 tokens are truncated when we evaluate our models on CHID. This makes the performance of the M6-large not further improved compared with that of the M6-base. Another possibility is that the insufficient pretraining affects the performance of the large model. We have found that the more samples that it has been pretrained, the higher performance it can achieve. We demonstrate the relevant details in the appendix.

### 4.2 Analysis

#### 4.2.1 Loss Evaluation

To evaluate the difference between the base version and the large version, we first take a look at their changes in cross-entropy loss to learn about their perplexities of generation. We demonstrate the results in Figure 4. From the figure, it can be found that the large model with 10 billion parameters has lower training loss in the whole process, and its loss degrades much faster than the base model.

#### 4.2.2 Prompt Design for Different Tasks

The pretrained model has strong capability of performing different types of text generation or visual-information-based text generation. Recent studies [2, 13, 33] show that the design of prompt can significantly affect the model performance in the tasks of fewshot or zero-shot learning. Therefore, we attempt to design different prompts to evaluate whether our pretrained model is capable of performing different tasks without finetuning. A common requirement for such ubiquitous model is whether it can answer questions. We thus conduct analyses of visual question answering and general question answering. In visual question answering, as the model should answer questions based on the image, we design relatively simple questions, such as “What/Where is this”, and add a question mark and tokens “Answer:” for the model to better recognize it as a question. For general question answering, we make the questions more complex that they can trigger a discussion for the generation of longer and more informative texts. Similarly, we also add a question mark and prompt “Answer:” at the end.

From Figure 5, it can be found that the model can recognize the main feature of the image, which refers to “The Great Wall”, and provide a brief description, which is consistent with the truth. However, when the model meets questions about specific features of the image, the model finds it difficult to answer. We assume that this results from the data where most of the images and texts are loosely connected, while the caption may not describe a specific feature, such as color, number, etc. This leaves an issue about how to pretrain a model that can effectively provide answers about these kinds of features.

Figure 6 demonstrates an example of general question answering. The case shows that the model is capable of generating long texts. This designed prompt as question triggers the model to answer in the style of forum discussion. The model can illustrate a man’s own experiences that are related to the question and also point out the answer at the end. This generated text confused human annotators and passed the Turing Test. It shows that the model not only has the ability of long text generation but it can also answer general questions.

### 5 DEPLOYMENTS

In order to evaluate the effects of larger models with more parameters, we choose the simplest solution by scaling up model with hyperparameter tuning. By adding layers and increasing the size of hidden layers, we start from the base version M6 to the large version with 10B parameters. However, it cannot be fit into a single GPU as its requirements for memory is incredible. To be more specific, even if we apply FP16 with loss in precision, the model parameters take up 20GB. Besides, the activation as well as the optimizer states can take up much more space. In concern of this problem, we have attempted a series of methods for efficient implementation. The first step to save memory is the application of mixed precision training, where we use O2 for higher efficiency that only the master weights are in FP32. We further apply activation checkpointing to save memory, and thus much activation need to be recomputed during backpropagation while this saves memory. While this only allows training a model of around 18 parameters, there is still more work to be done. We have implemented two solutions that can remove the obstacle. One is that we apply ZeRO optimizer [30]. ZeRO, referring to Zero Redundancy...
The tremendous success of NLP pretraining, including BERT [7], GPT [2, 28, 29], and also some other related studies [1, 8, 18, 24, 46], inspires the research in cross-modal representation learning. Also, recent studies show that the ubiquitous Transformer architecture [39] can be extended to different fields, including computer vision [3, 9]. Therefore, the simplest solution to incorporate recent pretraining methods and cross-modal representation learning is the extension of BERT. From the perspective of architecture, there are mainly two types, including single-stream model and dual stream model. Specifically, single-stream model is simple and it gradually becomes the mainstream architecture. These models mostly differ in their designs of pretraining tasks or the construction of input image features. Basically, they are mainly pretrained masked language modeling, masked object classification, and image-text matching. VisualBERT [20] and Unicoder-VL [19] simply uses BERT and pretrains with the aforementioned tasks. UNITER [4] pretrains the model with an additional task of word-region alignment. Oscar [21] enhances the alignment between objects and their corresponding words or phrases. VILLA [10] further improves model performance by adding their proposed adversarial learning methods to pretraining and finetuning. Except for pretraining tasks, some studies focus on the features of image. Most pretraining methods for multimodal representation learning utilize the features generated by a trained object detector, say Faster R-CNN [32]. FixELBET [16] accepts raw images as input and extract their latent representations with a learnable ResNet [12]. FisionBERT [11] splits the images into patches with a trained ResNet without co-training. Besides single-stream models, dual-stream models also can achieve outstanding performance, such as ViLBELT [26], LXMERT [38] and InterBERT [22]. ViLBELT-MT [27] enhances model performance with multi-task finetuning. ERNIE-VIL [47] enhances the model with the application of scene graph information.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose the largest dataset M6-Corpus for pretraining in Chinese, which consists of over 1.9TB images and 292GB texts. The dataset has large coverage over domains, including encyclopedia, question answering, forum discussion, common crawl, etc. In order to sufficiently leverage the large-scale data, we endeavor to construct an extremely large model that has great capacity of learning big data. We propose a method called M6 that is able to process information of multiple modalities and perform both single-modal and cross-modal understanding and generation. The model is scaled to large model with 10 billion parameters with sophisticated deployment, and the 10B-parameter M6-large is the largest pretrained model in Chinese. Experimental results show that our proposed M6 outperforms the baseline in a number of downstream tasks concerning both single modality and multiple modalities. The 10B-parameter pretrained model has greater capacity, and it has outstanding performance in the setting of zero-shot learning. In the future, we will continue the pretraining of extremely large models by increasing data to explore the limit of its performance.
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A IMPLEMENTATION

A.1 Pretraining Details

For the processing of the visual inputs, we resize the raw images to the resolution of 224 * 224 and then split them into 4 * 4 patches. For each patch, we obtain its feature of a 2048-dimensional vector with a trained ResNet-50. For the text processing, we tokenize the texts with BERT’s tokenizer based on WordPiece [42] and directly use BERT-base’s embedding layer for word embedding. The vocabulary size is 21128. We control the length of the input for different tasks. The length of the patch feature sequence is fixed to 16, and the length of text, including masked linguistic input and complete linguistic input, is set to 512 by truncating or padding. Specifically, in the tasks where there are both masked text and complete text, we truncate or pad each part to the length of 256.

We implement both M6-base with 327M parameters and M6-large with 10B parameters, whose detailed hyperparameters are listed in Table 3. All the weight parameters are randomly initialized based on the Gaussian distribution of zero mean and standard deviation of 0.02, following Devlin et al. [7]. For the consistency between word embedding and object representation, we transform the patch features of 2048 dimensions to \( d_{\text{model}} \) through linear projection.

We implement M6-base on 16 NVIDIA V100-32G, and we implement M6-large on 96 NVIDIA V100-32G. We pretrain the model with AdamW [25] optimizer with \( \beta_1, \beta_2 = (0.9, 0.999) \) and \( \epsilon = 1e-8 \). We set the peak learning rate to 1.5e-4, and we apply a scheduler with cosine decay with a warmup ratio of 0.01 to control the learning rate. The batch size set for M6-base is 1024, and the batch size set for M6-large is 6144 with gradient accumulation set to 8. For natural language pretraining, we only pretrain the models with text-to-text transfer, and for multimodal pretraining, we pretrain the model with both image-to-text transfer and multimodality-to-text transfer. The M6-base for natural language pretraining has been pretrained for 146K steps, and the M6-large for natural language pretraining has been pretrained for 4500 steps. The M6-base for multimodal pretraining has been pretrained for 320K steps, and the M6-large for multimodal pretraining has been pretrained for 8000 steps. Note that M6-large has been pretrained for fewer steps due to the limitation of computation resource, and thus this may influence the final performance of the M6-large model. We demonstrate the results on Figure 7. It can be found that the increase in pretrained samples gradually improve the model performance of the M6-large on ChID in the setting of zero-shot learning. This shows that the large model has greater capacity and the increase in data can further improve its performance.

A.2 In-house Datasets

Image-Text Matching To construct the E-Commerce ITM dataset, we collect 235K products in the clothing industry from Taobao. For each product, aside from the product image, we obtain a query by rewriting the product title. Specifically, we conduct named entity recognition on the title using a in-house tool, which extracts the terms describing the style, color, category and texture of the product. These terms are then concatenated into a natural language query, which is used in image-text matching. The length of each query is between 6 to 12 words. The pairs of the query and corresponding product image are labeled as positive samples. The negative samples are constructed by randomly substituting the query terms with dirty terms. The pairs of the query and corresponding product image are labeled as negative samples. The pairs of the query and corresponding product image are labeled as negative samples. Since too long or too short descriptions may be noisy, we discard pairs with a description longer than 100 words or less than 10 words. To avoid dirty generations, we further use a in-house tool to filter descriptions that may contain dirty words (i.e., pornographic or violent words). Finally, the dataset consists of 2160K image-text pairs for training, validation and testing sets, respectively. The images in the validation and testing sets are ensured not appearing in the training set. The ratio of positive and negative pairs in each data split is around 1:1.

Image Captioning We construct the E-Commerce IC dataset by collecting pairs of product descriptions and product images from Taobao. To obtain a clean dataset, we remove the products with less than 100 user clicks. Since too long or too short descriptions may be noisy, we discard pairs with a description longer than 100 words or less than 10 words. To avoid dirty generations, we further use a in-house tool to filter descriptions that may contain dirty words (i.e., pornographic or violent words). Finally, the dataset consists of 260K image-text pairs that covers four categories: clothing, food, furniture and electronic products. The average length of descriptions is about 73 words. We random split the dataset into 250K, 5K, 5K instances for training, validation and testing, respectively.

### Table 9: Data statistics of the datasets of the downstream tasks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Datasets</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Validation</th>
<th>Testing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FMIQA2</td>
<td>239K</td>
<td>0.2K</td>
<td>0.2K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Commerce ITM</td>
<td>460K</td>
<td>5K</td>
<td>5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-Commerce IC</td>
<td>250K</td>
<td>5K</td>
<td>5K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNEWS</td>
<td>53K</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>10K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHID</td>
<td>84K</td>
<td>3K</td>
<td>3K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMRC</td>
<td>10K</td>
<td>3K</td>
<td>1K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: The performance of M6-large on ChID. The more samples M6 has been pretrained on, the higher performance it can achieve.
A.3 Public Datasets

Visual Question Answering  We leverage the FMIQA dataset [12] as the Chinese visual QA benchmark, which requires the model to generate the answer given an image and a question. The images of FMIQA are derived from MS-COCO[23] and the question-answer pairs are annotated in Chinese by crowd-sourcing. The released part of FMIQA includes 165K training and 75K validation samples. However, there is no official release of the original test set. In our experiments, we re-split the original validation dataset into 3 pieces: 200 samples for validation, 200 for human testing and the remaining samples merging into the training set.

Text Classification We conduct our experiment on TouTiao News Titles Classification (TNEWS) [44]. The news data were published by TouTiao and the dataset consists of 73360 news titles. Each title is labeled with a category and the total number of categories is 15.

Cloze We conduct experiments on the Chinese IDiom cloze test dataset (ChID)[49]. The datasets consists of around 498,611 passages with 623,377 blanks covered from news, novels, and essays. It consists of 3,848 candidate Chinese idioms. For each blank in the passage, the dataset provides ten options, with one golden idiom, several similar ones, and some other randomly chosen ones.

Reading comprehension A span-extraction dataset for Chinese Machine Reading Comprehension (CMRC2018) is chosen to evaluate the model’s ability of single-modal understanding [6]. It consists of 19071 human-annotated questions from Wikipedia. Each sample consists of a question, a context, and related answers.